Response of joint capsule neurons to axial stress and strain during dynamic loading in cat.
1. Experiments were conducted to test the hypothesis that the responses of joint capsule mechanoreceptors better encode tissue stress or tissue strain. The experimental model was a small ligament from the cat knee capsule, which was stretched uniaxially in vitro. Experiments were done with either force or displacement as the controlled variable, and with steps, sinusoids, or pseudorandom Gaussian noise (PGN) as the input function. 2. The strength of coupling between neural discharge and both strain and stress was quantified during step experiments using linear correlation coefficients. The correlation between the frequency of neural discharge and stress was 0.93 +/- 0.09 (SD). The correlation between frequency of neural discharge and strain was -0.91 +/- 0.06. The magnitudes of these correlation coefficients were not significantly different. 3. The strength of coupling between neural discharge and both strain and stress during sinusoidal and PGN experiments was quantified by the use of an information theoretic statistic, transinformation. Out of 282 sinusoidal runs, transinformation between neural discharge and stress was significantly greater than transinformation between strain and neural discharge 241 times. Transinformation between strain and neural discharge was significantly greater 15 times. 4. During PGN experiments, transinformation between stress and neural discharge was greater than transinformation between strain and neural discharge in all 19 experimental runs. 5. Conditional transinformation between strain and neural discharge, given stress, was calculated for all sinusoidal and pseudorandom experiments. This statistic was greater than zero in 268 out of 289 experimental runs, indicating that a component of strain independent of stress is being signaled in the neural discharge.